
No. Country Delegate Name Title Company About

1 Canada Chris Nind VP Business Development Abitibi Geophysics, Inc.

Abitibi Geophysics' mission is to help their customers find a 
mine through the intelligent application of geophysics. For 
more than 25 years, they've helped their clients find precious 
and base metals, diamonds, uranium, rare earths, and other 
minerals. Their experience covers geological environments 
around the world, and their strong logistical skills have 
earned themselves the reputation as Canada's premier ground 
geophysics provider in mineral exploration.

2 Canada Neil Reeder VP Government Relations

3 Canada Katie Bromley Manager, Investor Relations & Public Relations

4 Canada Michael Moss Exploration Manager Uzbekistan

5 Canada Victor King VP Exploration

6 Canada Roger Richer Executive VP, General Counsel & Secretary

7 Canada Ian MacLean VP Investor Relations

8 Canada Tom Garagan SVP Exploration

9 Canada Michael Campbell-Thomson Consultant CanEducation

Established in 2008, Can-Education Consortium (CEC) is a 
federally registered non-profit corporation with a vision to 
internationalize education…one student at a time. They 
provide across-the-board support for inbound and outbound 
International Students. They focus on delivering value by 
promoting Canadian study, work and settlement opportunities 
to International Students from all over the world while 
ensuring their social, emotional and physical welfare through 
their community-based platform.

10 Canada Yuri Tarasov President CanRos

For more than 10 years, CanRos has been the link between 
the West and the East. For over a decade, Canros has been 
implementing the most advanced, world-wide technologies in 
the Russian and CIS markets. They not only provide the best 
equipment, but also supplement it with impeccable service, 
minimum processing time and order fulfillment.

CERBA Eurasia Mining Conference and Networking Reception 2021
March 12, 2021

B2Gold

B2Gold is a low-cost international senior gold producer 
headquartered in Vancouver, Canada. Founded in 2007, 
today, B2Gold has three operating gold mines and numerous 
exploration and development projects in various countries 
including the Philippines, Namibia, Mali and Colombia.



11 Canada Ella Omelchenko Counsel

12 Canada Victoria Bortkevicha Office Managing Partner, Moscow

13 Canada Erin E. Campbell President ECMB Capital Partners, Inc.

ECMB Capital Partners serves public and private companies 
with  expertise in financing, mergers and acquisitions, private 
and public equity, public listings, restructuring, and more. 

14 Canada Elena Zabudskaya
Acting Project Manager, Northern Ontario 

Exports Program
Economic Development | City of 

Greater Sudbury

15 Canada Scott Rennie Program Advisor North Ontario Export Development

16 Canada Nathan Lysons
Counsellor (Commercial) and Senior Trade 

Commissioner

Global Affaires Canada, Canadian 
Embassy and Trade Commissioner 

Service in the Repiblic of 
Kazakhstan

17 Canada Heather Bystryk
Senior Trade Commissioner and Head of 
Program at the Embassy of Canada to the 

Russian Federation

Global Affaires Canada, Canadian 
Embassy and Trade Commissioner 
Service in the Russian Federation

The Northern Ontario Export Program helps grow your 
business scope and reach markets outside of Northern 
Ontario. They're also available to guide you through 
provincial and national export programs and services.  The 
Northern Ontario Export Program is delivered by the City of 
Greater Sudbury on behalf of Ontario’s North Economic 
Development Corporation and supported by FedNor and the 
Northern Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation (NOHFC).

Clifford Chance

Clifford Chance is one of the world's pre-eminent law firms, 
with significant depth and range of resources across five 
continents. As a single, fully integrated, global partnership, 
Clifford Chance prides themselves on their approachable, 
collegial and team-based way of working. Their clients 
include corporations from all the commercial and industrial 
sectors, governments, regulators, trade bodies and not-for-
profit organisations. Clifford Chance provides them with the 
highest-quality advice and legal insight, which combines the 
Firm's global standards with in-depth local expertise.

Part of Global Affairs Canada, the Canadian Trade 
Commissioner Service is a network of more than 1000 trade 
professionals working in Canadian embassies, high 
commissions, and consulates located in 161 cities around the 
world and with offices across Canada.



18 Canada Julien Brisson
Senior Political Desk Officer & Trade 

Commissioner
Global Affairs Canada

Global Affairs Canada, is the department of the Government 
of Canada that manages Canada's diplomatic and consular 
relations, encourages Canadian international trade, and leads 
Canada's international development and humanitarian 
assistance.

19 Canada Katerina Ioannou Trade Officer Government of Alberta

Whatever your investment and business goals are, you can 
make them happen in Alberta, Canada. This is where you’ll 
find Canada’s youngest, best educated workforce, most 
liveable cities, and some of the most business friendly 
policies in North America.

20 Canada Ivan Yelkin Technical Director

21 Canada Alexandre Gordine Senior Water Resources Engineer

22 Canada Igor Kiselev Director Illumiti

Illumiti is a boutique management consulting firm focused on 
helping small and mid-sized companies harness the value 
offered by the diverse range of SAP software solutions. They 
work collaboratively with their clients to understand their 
business and to identify and implement the solutions that will 
help them become market leaders.

23 Canada Ryan Catton Business Development Manager Ionic Mechatronics

Ionic Mechatronics designs and manufactures robotic 
systems for heavy industry for the metals industry. The 
company has unique expertise in metal refinery automation 
environments. Ionic Mechatronics has facilities in both 
Sudbury and Cambridge, Ontario.

Hatch is a global multidisciplinary management, engineering 
and development consultancy. Its group companies have 
more than 9,000 staff in 70+ offices. In 2015, Hatch was 
ranked as a top 20 International Design Firm according to the 
Engineering News-Record (ENR) rankings

Hatch



24 Canada Olesya Shakirova
Manager, Government Relations and Public 

Affairs

25 Canada Stanislav Borodyuk
VP, Government Relations & Head, Moscow 

Office

26 Canada Mike van Akkooi Senior VP, Government Relations

27 Canada William Dunford
 Vice-President, Deputy General Manager, Kupol 

& Dvoinoy

28 Canada Chris Weafer Chief Executive Officer & General Director

29 Canada J.P. Natkin Managing Director

30 Canada Cindy Chesney Director Global Partnerships Maestro Digital Mine

Maestro Digital Mine manufactures industrial internet of 
things (IIOT) devices and last mile digital networks for the 
underground mining sector.
Their products and solutions deliver worker safety and 
productivity improvements while reducing the mines energy 
and greenhouse gas footprint. Maestro Digital Mine provides 
significant CAPEX and OPEX savings to the mines project 
delivery, technology (IT/OT), ventilation, energy 
occupational heath & safety professionals.

31 Canada Andrei Makovetski
Sales Director for Eurasia & Executive Director 

ME Elecmetal Mongolia
ME Elecmetal

ME Elecmetal is the leading supplier of integrated wear 
solutions for mining, construction and industry. 

Kinross Gold Corporation

Founded in 1993, Kinross Gold is a senior gold mining 
company with a diverse portfolio of mines and projects in the 
United States, Brazil, Chile, Ghana, Mauritania, and Russia. 
Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, Kinross employs 
approximately 9,000 people worldwide. The Company is 
focused on delivering value through operational excellence, 
balance sheet strength, disciplined growth, and responsible 
mining.

Macro-Advisory is the leading independent strategic advisory 
and macro analytics firm operating throughout the Eurasia 
region. They combine macro-economic and political analysis, 
risk assessment and investment due-diligence to help their 
clients identify opportunities and to best position for future 
profitable growth. 

Macro-Advisory



32 Canada Ryan McEachern Managing Director

33 Canada Stephanie Alvarez Business Development Manager

34 Canada Natalia Smalyuk President NBAU Consulting

NBAU Consulting is about trusted counsel, highly 
customized training and interactive conversation design to 
equip you, trailblazer decision-makers and leaders, with what 
it takes to navigate the unchartered frontiers, move on your 
growth agenda, build your brand and manage risk.

35 Canada Jianmin Deng VP Sales Manager NDT Technologies, Inc. 

NDT Technologies Inc. is a leading supplier of integrated 
automated non-destructive testing (NDT) and measuring 
systems. They design, manufacture, install and service 
custom-made automated systems utilizing ultrasonic, eddy 
current, electromagnetic, digital optical vision and laser 
technologies.

36 Canada Murat Urakov Sr. Geophysicist Phoenix Geophysics

The world leader in magnetotellurics geophysics 
instrumentation, Phoenix systems are used by contractors, 
universities and government agencies in over 100 countries 
for exploration and research. They've been in Toronto 
designing and building intrumentation since 1975, have 50 
people on their team, speak a dozen languages in their office, 
and work all over the world

37 Canada Boris Aryev, M.Sc., P. Eng. COO Stans Energy Corporation

Stans Energy Corporation is engaged in the acquisition and 
development of mineral deposits in the Kyrgyz Republic and 
Russia. The Company's mineral deposits include uranium, 
molybdenum, vanadium, beryllium, lithium and rare earth 
metals. The Company is focused on the exploration and 
development of its mineral projects. 

Mining Suppliers Association 
Canada

The MSTA CANADA supports members in the development 
of their export strategies and marketing by leveraging the 
“Made in Canada” brand globally. MSTA CANADA 
participates annually in major outbound international trade 
shows and trade missions. To date this has included more 
than 185 events and trade missions that hosted 5,650 
company participants. MSTA CANADA also produces and 
hosts incoming buyer missions bringing international mining 
firms to Canada to meet with interested suppliers.



38 Canada Pavel Zhelvis Director of Business Development TechnipFMC

TechnipFMC is a leading technology provider to the 
traditional and new energies industry; delivering fully 
integrated projects, products, and services. They work 
towards transforming their clients’ project economics, 
helping them unlock new possibilities to develop energy 
resources while reducing carbon intensity and supporting 
their energy transition ambitions.

39 Canada Nancy Liu VP Operations ThreeDify, Inc.

Based in Ottawa, Canada, ThreeDify (“THREE – DEE – IF – 
EYE”) Inc. offers innovative mining software solutions to 
help clients increase resource recovery and reduce mining 
costs. The Company was founded by two mining engineers, 
each with over 35 years of diversified experiences in both 
mining and high-tech industries. ThreeDify’s competitive 
advantage lies in their ability to combine advanced modelling 
and optimization techniques with modern computing 
technologies in developing a next-generation mining software 
solution.

40 Canada Ardy Sufi Wood Development Manager Wood Canada Limited

Wood provides engineering, project management, and 
consulting services to public and private-sector clients in the 
oil and gas, mining, nuclear, and industrial markets from 
about 150 offices in 10 countries across North and South 
America. Operations include environmental, geotechnical, 
and materials consulting and testing services. The company 
has been involved in such work as oil sands projects in 
northern Alberta, New Afton copper-gold mine design and 
feasibility for New Gold in British Columbia, and 
reconstruction projects in Iraq through a partnership with 
Fluor.



41 Canada David Barker General Manager Ex-Im Trading LLC LLP

Ex-Im Trading LLC LLP has provided quality services and 
equipment in the Central Asian, UAE, and CIS regions for 
over 20 years.  Ex-Im specializes in the supply of equipment 
for the mining, and oil and gas industries.

Ex-Im is an official distributor of products from companies 
such as Timken Bearings, Best o Life pipe lubricants, 
Rubicon brands of fishing and downhole drilling tools, and 
MaTex mining drilling additives. In addition, Ex-Im has been 
a significant supplier of Oilfield tubulars (OCTG) in the 
Central Asian market.

42 Canada Sean Quinn
Senior Vice President, Chief Legal Office & 

Corporate Secretary

43 Canada Dorothy Slawinski Senior Specialist, Office of the CEO

44 Canada Alain Thivierge Executive Director
Naturallia Economic Development 

Organization

NATURALLIA is a well-established platform for suppliers to 
network, form partnerships and alliances with other 
customers, suppliers and / or organizations or associations in 
a context where the rules of trade are undergoing profound 
changes.

Naturallia is a formula that has proven itself to mesh 
companies from all over the world according to their 
respective needs. Indeed, the mesh or “matchmaking” is done 
by a software that takes into account the criteria of each 
participant in their search for business partnership.

45 Canada Aiden Yousefi Business Development Manager Canpump

Canpump Inc is based in Toronto, Canada, accommodating 
the North American market with top quality Italian pumps, 
spare parts and accessories. Canpump is the official North 
American representative of Idrobase group, Bertolini Pumps, 
Nicolini Motors and PA SpA.

Pressure washing and high pressure piston pumps are their 
expertise. Their Canpump line of pumps and accessories 
provide exceptional value to the end user as direct customer 
experience is applied to manufacturing and constant 
development of of new generation of pumps, control systems 
and accessories for all scales of pressure washing and high 
pressure waster applications.

Cameco Corporation

Cameco is one of the world’s largest providers of the uranium 
needed to generate clean, reliable baseload electricity around 
the globe. Their tier-one operations in Canada and 
Kazakhstan have the licensed capacity to produce more than 
53 million pounds (100% basis) each year. They are also a 
leading supplier of uranium refining, conversion and fuel 
manufacturing services required to generate one of the 
cleanest sources of electricity available today.



46 Canada The Honorable Margaret Skok Senior Fellow, Ambassador (Ret'd) Carleton University

Canada's Capital University, Carleton University is a 
dynamic research and teaching institution dedicated to 
achieving the highest standards of scholarship. Its more than 
875 academic staff are recognized internationally for their 
scholarship and cutting-edge research in more than 50 
disciplines. Carleton's reputation is built on its strengths in 
the fields of journalism, public affairs, international affairs, 
architecture and high technology.

47 Canada Stu Lister VP Marketing & Communications MacLean

MacLean Engineering specializes in underground mobile 
equipment solutions based on hard rock mining experience, 
multi-discipline engineering capability, unit-of-one 
manufacturing expertise, and worldwide customer service 
and support.   

The company’s product suite includes platform and utility 
bolters, shotcrete sprayers, and transmixers in the ground 
support category; remote operated blockholer drills, mobile 
rock breakers, and water cannons in the ore flow/secondary 
reduction category; and, Mine-MateTM scissor lifts, boom 
lifts, boom trucks, ANFO/emulsion chargers, personnel 
carriers, fuel/lube trucks, cassette trucks, fan and pipe 
handlers, and service drills in the utility vehicles and 
attachments category.

48 Canada Imad Salem General Director Borkit International Ltd

Borkit Safety LLP is one of the leading Kazakhstani suppliers 
of high quality PPE, chemical protective coveralls TYVEK® 
and TYCHEM®, aluminized clothes, NOMEX® fire 
–resistant clothes, protective and safety footwear, gas 
detectors, air breathing apparatus, escape breathing apparatus 
and related services with 12 years of work experience in the 
market of Kazakhstan.

49 Canada Daniel O'Connor President Orion Projects Inc.

Orion Projects is a full service EPCM complete with a project 
management office, multi-discipline engineering teams and 
the necessary project support services.

Orion Projects and its principals have completed hundreds of 
projects since inception in 2002.



50 Canada Rafal Rohozinski President SecDev

The SecDev Group currently works with national and local 
governments, technology companies, international 
organizations and nonprofit organizations to minimize online 
risks and maximize digital opportunities. It produces research 
studies, data fusion software, advanced research and training 
materials for partners around the world that include the 
United Nations, UNDP, OSCE and the World Bank and 
tracks "the emergence of cyberspace as a strategic domain." 
SecDev Group was one of the founding institutional partners 
of the OpenNet Initiative and the Information Warfare 
Monitor.

51 Canada Anis Ouanes Head of Central & Eastern European Desk

52 Canada Jocelyn Neron Advisor

53 Canada Christopher Westdal Chairman Silver Bear Resources plc

The primary business of the Company is the acquisition, 
exploration, evaluation and development of silver properties 
in the Russian Federation. The Company’s principal focus is 
its wholly-owned Mangazeisky exploration licence area of 
570 sq. km, host to the Vertikalny silver mine development. 
The Project is located approximately 400 km north of 
Yakutsk in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), Russian 
Federation.

54 Canada Max Chernetsov President SEEDA Inc.

SEEDA is an engineering consulting and technical services 
company with an enthusiastic, creative and diverse team 
available to assist their clients in delivering successful capital 
projects.

They offer inventive planning, engineering, procurement, and 
environmental services.

Their client list includes investors, energy and infrastructure 
operators, and EPCM organizations.

55 Canada Olga Gagarina Director & Principal Immigration Consultant Canpass Education Group
Canpass Group is a Canadian education agency which 
advises and works with students and their families on 
admission to Canada's best educational institutions.

Quebec Ministry of Economy and 
Innovation

Through its network, the Ministry offers services, advices, 
and activities adapted to the characteristics of different 
countries to businesses, creators, researchers, and Québec 
institutions.



56 Canada Erkin Atakhanov Partner PKF Antares

Whether you are an entrepreneurial owner-managed business, 
a small private company or a fully listed enterprise, PKF 
Antares has the expertise to help you strategically and assist 
you with first-class audit and financial reporting needs. They 
have particular expertise in auditing Pharmaceutical, Oil & 
Gas Exploration, Oilfield Services, Construction and Steel 
Industries, Non-profit Organizations (NPO), Real Estate, 
Information Technology, Professional Services and many 
other segments.

57 Canada John Balatbat COO Rosor

Rosor is a Canadian geophysical data provider, integrating 
unmanned aerial systems to innovate the acquisition, 
analysis, and access of geophysical data to optimize cost, 
quality, and turnaround times.

58 Canada Rakhmad Sobirov Managing Partner

59 Canada Feruza Djamalova Partner

60 Canada Freddy Caceres
Manager, Extractive Resource Governance 

Program
The School of Public Policy, 

University of Calgary

The School of Public Policy is an institute at the University 
of Calgary located in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Founded in 
2008, The school is devoted to public policy research and 
education, and is led by Pierre-Gerlier Forest. Located at the 
University of Calgary’s downtown campus, it is home to over 
60 full-time or part-time faculty and fellows.

61 Canada Kevin Fitzgerald VP Global Sales B2B Industrial, Inc.

B2B Industrial, Inc. assists firms by providing multiple types 
of custom designed products. Some of these products are 
Blasting Mats, Road Mats, Land Cover Mats, and Wharf 
Mats.

B2B Industrial, Inc. is able to also supply AutoStem 
Explosive products to increase productivity, efficiency and 
safety within mining and construction applications.

Another unique offering from B2B Industrial, Inc. is an 
Electric UTV vehicles that are preferred for underground use. 
These specialty Electric vehicles are made to be used 
underground as they produce no harmful emissions.

Sobirovs Law Firm - Canadian 
Business & Immigration Lawyers

Immigration to Canada can be very complicated for 
businesses, business owners, and foreign employees. It is 
often crucial to hire business immigration lawyers with the 
skill, experience, and patience to successfully navigate this 
complex process. The experienced professionals at Sobirovs 
Law Firm offer tailored legal services in all business and 
corporate immigration matters. 



62 Canada Vladimir Shehovtsov Economic Development Officer Town of Parry Sound

Parry Sound is a town in Ontario, Canada, located on the 
eastern shore of the sound after which it is named. Parry 
Sound is located 160 km (99 mi) south of Sudbury and 225 
km (140 mi) north of Toronto.

63 Canada Viatcheslav Kondratiev Executive Officer Constab Pharmaceutical Inc.

Constab Pharmaceutical Inc. is a Canadian biotech company 
that has developed a novel targeted-delivery platform 
involving alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) as a carrier for anticancer 
agents. Since most cancers express AFP receptors (AFPR), 
this technology could be used to treat the majority of cancers.

64 Canada John Bligh Senior Geologist Equity Exploration

Equity is a Canadian-based mineral exploration consultancy, 
specializing in exploration services ranging from early-stage 
prospecting, geologic mapping and soil sampling to advanced-
stage exploration and drill program management.

65 Canada Sébastien Leclerc Sales Director Noriske

Since 1982, Noriske has developed high-level technical 
expertise in order to significantly contribute to the 
improvement of the safety in industrial work environments 
that may present difficult conditions and risk of injury 
through the production and distribution of customized 
personal protective equipment.

66 Canada Joel Hrominchuk Head of Exploration - Geoscience BHP

BHP is a world-leading resources company. They extract and 
process minerals, oil and gas, with more than 80,000 
employees and contractors, primarily in Australia and the 
Americas. Their products are sold worldwide, with sales and 
marketing led through Singapore and Houston, United States. 
Their global headquarters are in Melbourne, Australia.

67 Canada Kash Khamisi Senior Sales Engineer Westpro Machinery Inc.

Westpro Machinery Inc. is an innovative Canadian mineral 
processing technology company with over 30 years of 
experience in the mining, wastewater and aggregate 
industries. As a result of an unwavering focus on quality and 
customer satisfaction, Westpro’s equipment is renowned 
world-wide for robust construction, reliability and high 
performance.



68 Canada Lou Naumovski Consultant

69 Canada Liana Frenette CEO TBT Engineering Ltd. 

TBT Engineering Limited (TBTE) is Northwestern Ontario's 
largest independently owned multi-disciplinary engineering 
consulting firm. Their primary sectors are Infrastructure, 
Mining, Energy, Transportation, First Nations, Government 
and General Public with commercial services through 16 
complimentary divisions.

70 Russian Federation Elena Savarenskaya Counsellor

Department of International 
Cooperation, Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Environment of the 
Russian Federation

The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment  
(Minprirody) is a federal executive body responsible for 
drafting and implementing  government policy and the legal 
regulation in the field of the exploration, use, reproduction 
and protection of natural resources, including mineral 
resources, water bodies, woodlands, animals and their 
habitats, and land relations concerned with the transfer of 
water and forest areas, as well as specially protected areas, 
territories and sites (as regards specially protected natural 
areas) to lands of other categories, in forestry relations, 
hunting, hydrometeorology and related sectors, 
environmental monitoring and protection, including radiation 
control regulation and monitoring, as well as developing and 
implementing the national policy and legal regulations in 
environment protection, including issues related to the 
treatment of industrial and consumer waste, specially 
protected natural territories, and state environmental expert 
evaluation.

71 Russian Federation Sergey Strokov Counsellor, Agricultural Division
Embassy of the Russian Federation 

to Canada

The Embassy of the Russian Federation to Canada is 
responsible for the development of bilateral relations and 
trade & economic cooperation between the Russian 
Federation and Canada.



72 Russian Federation Nikolai Matyash Managing Director Mining Advisory Council, Moscow

The Mining Advisory Council (“Council”) is a non-profit 
association incorporated in Toronto on June 3, 1999. The 
members of the Council are major international mining 
companies and the world’s leading gold mining companies 
active, or intending to be active, in the Russian market; 
junior mining companies; engineering companies; legal and 
accounting advisers; equipment suppliers and service 
companies; foreign diplomatic and trade representations and 
associations. The mission of the Council is to work with the 
Government of the Russian Federation to create and maintain 
an investment climate in Russia that will attract foreign 
venture capital which is planning to make a sustainable 
business developing the country’s mining sector. The Council 
was created to speak on behalf of foreign investors to 
promote the dialogue with the Russian government needed to 
improve mutual understanding and facilitate the progress 
towards common objectives. The Council is the single united 
international voice for the mining industry in Russia. It is a 
large regularly meeting mining networking platform enabling 
free exchange and sharing news and views of the Russian 
mining sector.

73 Russian Federation Evgueni Ivanov President N-mining Ltd.

N-MINING LIMITED  is a Cyprus registered private mining 
company limited by shares, with a focus on deposits of base 
and precious metals in the Far East of the Russian Federation 
and in the uplands of Cyprus.

74 Russian Federation Igor Semenov Executive Director

75 Russian Federation Oleg Boikov

76 Russian Federation Valery Maximov Senior Trade Commissioner
Trade Mission of the Russian 

Federation in Canada

The Trade Mission of the Russian Federation seeks to 
promote increased cooperation in the fields of business, trade, 
and economic development between the Russian Federation 
and Canada.

First Ore Mining Company

First Ore Mining Company is a part of the mining division of 
the Rosatom State Atomic Energy Corporation. The First Ore 
Mining Company is developing the Pavlovskoye lead-zinc 
field and is an operator of mineral properties in the basin of 
Bezymyannaya River (the Novaya Zemlya Archipelago, 
Arkhangelsk Region). The project was included in the 
Governmental Program “Social and Economic Development 
of the Arctic Area of the Russian Federation” approved by 
Resolution No.336 of the Government of the Russian 
Federation dd. 21.04.2014 (as revised by Resolution No.1064 
of the Government of the RF dd. 31.08.2017).



77 Russian Federation Irina Dyachenko Marketing Communications Manager
78 Russian Federation Gleb Vlasenko Head of External Communications

79 Russian Federation Ibragim Nalaev
Head of Work With State Authorities in the Field 

of Trade and Economy
80 Russian Federation Julia Shabala Deputy General Director

81 Russian Federation Alexey Reznikov
Head of Work with State Authorities in the Field 

of Nature Management

82 Russian Federation Albert Sakaev
Head of Work With State Authorities in the Field 

of Industrial Safety
83 Russian Federation Evgeny Polesskiy Head of GR Department
84 Russian Federation Alexandr Kamenev Market Forecasting and Analysis Specialist
85 Russian Federation Mikhail Nadezhkin Head of Market Forecasting and Analysis
86 Russian Federation Alexandr Kozhevnikov Head of Strategy Department

87 Russian Federation Arthur Poliakov Executive Chairman

88 Russian Federation Nataliya Tarasova
Director of Business Development; Coordinator, 

Russia & CIS 

89 Russian Federation Alexey Rudnev Head, Geology of Solid Minerals
The Federal Subsoil Resources 
Management Agency, Rosnedra

The Federal Agency for Mineral Resources is a federal body 
that enacts policy and exercises oversight over subsoil use in 
the Russian Federation. It was formed in 2004 as part of 
Russia's Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment.

90 Russian Federation Andrei Sulin
Partner | Advanced Manufacturing & Mobility 

Tax & Law Leader for Russia / CIS

91 Russian Federation Kirill Kozenyashev Associate Partner

92 Russian Federation Pavel Gamov
Associate Director | Business Development CESA 

Metals & Mining

93 Russian Federation Vitalina Spurgeon Country Manager - Russia & CIS Datamine International 

Since 1981, Datamine has been a pioneer at the forefront of 
digital mining technology. Now in their 40th year of 
business, they have expanded to provide an unrivalled range 
of solutions to customers in every corner of the globe. With 
over 500 experts on the ground in 20 countries, they deliver 
high quality software solutions and advisory services to 
customers in over 100 countries.

94 Russian Federation Andrey Akinin Marketing Director Canpass Group
Canpass Group is a Canadian education agency which 
advises and works with students and their families on 
admission to Canada's best educational institutions.

Metalloinvest

MINEX

EY Parthenon CIS

EY-Parthenon is one of the largest global strategy consulting 
organizations, with more than 6,500 professionals. They help 
CEOs and business leaders design and deliver transformative 
strategies across the entire enterprise, to help build long-term 
value to all stakeholders.

Metalloinvest is a leading global producer and supplier of 
HBI and iron ore products, and a regional producer of high 
quality steel.

MINEX Forum and International partnership (an abbreviation 
from Mining & Exploration) was established in 2005 with an 
objective of stimulating multidisciplinary discussions on 
Russia’s and Central Asia states’ transition to advanced and 
innovative mining and mineral exploration practices.



95 Russian Federation Dmitriy Kozlovskiy Deputy Director for Analytical Research
Russian Mineral Resources 

Institute

The Russian Mineral Resources Institute is responsible for 
the application of information-analytical and experimental-
methodical study of both the geological subsurface and 
mineral resources.

96
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

His Excellency Akylbek 
Kamaldinov

Ambassador

97
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

Shokan Omarov First Secretary

98
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

Ruslan Baimishev Deputy Minister
Ministry of Industry and 

Infrastructure Development of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan

The Ministry of Industry and Infrastructure Development of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan is the central executive body 
responsible for leadership in the fields of industry and 
industrial and innovative development, scientific and 
technical development of the country, mining and 
metallurgical complex, development of local content, 
mechanical engineering, chemical, pharmaceutical and 
medical industries, light, woodworking and the furniture 
industry, the construction industry, and the production of 
building materialsin the use of the airspace of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan and the activities of civil and experimental 
aviation, roads; industrial safety; communication, 
informatization and e-government information; space 
activities.

99
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

Dmitry Barsukov General Director Kazakhstan

100
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

Sergey Ivanov Deputy General Director, Technical Services

101
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

Kanat Skakov Legal Practitioner 

102
Republic of 
Kazakhstan

Imad Salem General Director Borkit International Ltd

Borkit Safety LLP is one of the leading Kazakhstani suppliers 
of high quality PPE, chemical protective coveralls TYVEK® 
and TYCHEM®, aluminized clothes, NOMEX® fire 
–resistant clothes, protective and safety footwear, gas 
detectors, air breathing apparatus, escape breathing apparatus 
and related services with 12 years of work experience in the 
market of Kazakhstan.

Cameco Corporation

Embassy of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan to Canada

The Embassy of the Republic of Kazakhstan to Canada is 
responsible for fostering political, trade, economic, and 
scientific cooperation and development between the states of 
Kazakhstan and Canada.

Cameco is one of the world’s largest providers of the uranium 
needed to generate clean, reliable baseload electricity around 
the globe. Their tier-one operations in Canada and 
Kazakhstan have the licensed capacity to produce more than 
53 million pounds (100% basis) each year. They are also a 
leading supplier of uranium refining, conversion and fuel 
manufacturing services required to generate one of the 
cleanest sources of electricity available today.



103 Republic of Uzbekistan
His Excellency Javlon 

Vakhabov
Ambassador

104 Republic of Uzbekistan Sherzod Rikhsiboev Attaché

105 Republic of Uzbekistan Azam Kadirkhodjaev First Deputy Chairman Goscomgeology

GoscomGeology is the State Committee of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan for Geology and Mineral Resources. 
GoscomGeology coordinates and provides for geological 
exploration of minerals, fulfillment of tasks for increasing 
reserves of hydromineral resources, solid nonmetallic 
minerals, ferrous and rare metals, rare earth elements and 
geological tasks for the formation, strengthening and 
expansion of the Republic's mineral and raw materials base 
(except hydrocarbon raw materials, precious and non-ferrous 
metals, uranium) and other works in the field of geological 
study of the territory of the Republic. 

106 Mongolia Khulan Lkhagvasuren Executive Director
Mongolian National Construction 

Association

Mongolian National Construction Association is an 
independent non-for-profit organization with the main aim to 
represent the interests of its members and promote foreign 
and domestic cooperation. 

107 Scotland Jake Erickson International Relations Practicioner Mining Footprint Ltd.
Mining Footprint is a consultancy that has combined mining 
and international relations expertise to create a powerful lens 
capable of providing new insights into extractive industries.

Embassy of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan to the United States of 

America and Canada

The Embassy of the Republic of Uzbekistan to the United 
States of America and Canada is responsible for the fostering 
of economic cooperation, political relations, and cultural & 
humanitarian cooperation between Uzbekistan and the United 
States & Canada. 


